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 More detail Discover the aircraft add-on Antonov An-2 in the Aerosoft online shop. The flight simulator add-on is compatible
with Microsoft FSX and Prepar3D:Lockwise. This specific aircraft add-on is able to offer you a huge amount of virtual

components, including the cockpit, the engine and a lot of extra add-on panels for each of the systems. You will be able to
configure the aircraft yourself and then go for a fully customizable long-haul flight. The flight of this aircraft was performed by
Olga Protopapova and Valery Kharchenko. Learn all the details of the flight, visit our Airplane Simulator review. Don’t forget

to read also our review about the Aerosoft An-2 from the Indian Air Force. Features The added virtual components of the AN-2
on a large scale The AN-2 is a fully customizable aircraft to modify both the external and internal details Suitable for any type

of weather conditions, day or night FSX and Prepar3D:Lockwise compatible FSX: This aircraft add-on can be used on FSX and
will include a full copy of the DCS: C-101 Global Airlift scenario. P3D: This aircraft add-on will also include a full copy of the

ATC scenario: New Skies and the DCS: C-101 Global Airlift scenario. The AN-2 for DCS can be downloaded from the
Aerosoft website: The add-on will be compatible with both Windows XP and Windows Vista. Introduction The Antonov An-2 is

a civilian version of the Soviet An-2 light cargo aircraft. It was developed from the An-2 “Produkt”, but it is also the cargo
version of the An-26 “Proton” aircraft. It was used for cargo transportation, police aviation, and as a transport for the Uralmash
workers. Pilots or airline companies that have the need for a fast and agile cargo aircraft can use this aircraft for quick and long

distance transportation. One of the aircraft, under Civil aviation management, had record of 2,965 flights between 1966 and
1995, flying with a total of 6,515,525 hours. Riding 82157476af
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